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Building Embedded Linux Systems shows you how to design and build your own embedded systems using Linux® as the kernel and freely available open source tools as the framework.  Written by an active member of the open source community, the book is structured to gradually introduce readers to the intricacies of embedded Linux, with detailed information and examples in each chapter that culminate in describing how Linux is actually put on an embedded device.
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Natural Language Processing with TensorFlow: Teach language to machines using Python's deep learning libraryPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Write modern natural language processing applications using deep learning algorithms and TensorFlow

	
		Key Features

		
			Focuses on more efficient natural language processing using TensorFlow
	
			Covers NLP as a field in its own right to improve understanding for choosing TensorFlow...
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Molecules in Electromagnetic Fields: From Ultracold Physics to Controlled ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	
		A tutorial for calculating the response of molecules to electric and magnetic fields with examples from research in ultracold physics, controlled chemistry, and molecular collisions in fields

	
		Molecules in Electromagnetic Fields is intended to serve as a tutorial for students beginning research, theoretical...
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Ubuntu Linux Bible: Featuring Ubuntu 10.04 LTSJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The best resource on the very latest for Ubuntu users!


	Ubuntu is a free, open-source, Linux-based operating system that can run on desktops, laptops, netbooks, and servers. If you've joined the millions of users around the world who prefer open-source OS-and Ubuntu in particular-this book is perfect for you. It brings...
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The Green House: New Directions in Sustainable ArchitecturePrinceton Press, 2005

	From the arid deserts of Tucson, Arizona to the icy forests of Poori, Finland to the tropical beaches of New South Wales, Australia to the urban jungle of downtown Manhattan, critics Alanna Stang and Christopher Hawthorne have traveled to the farthest reaches of the globe to find all that is new in the design of sustainable, or...
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Immobilized ?-Galactosidase-Mediated Conversion of Lactose: Process, Kinetics and Modeling Studies (Springer Theses)Springer, 2019

	
		
			This book describes the reaction rate profiles of the β-galactosidase-catalyzed conversion of lactose on the inner surface of a hollow fiber membrane, which is employed as an enzymatic reactor system. The reaction rate profiles were obtained by solving the mass transfer and kinetics of reaction in a 2-dimensional model...
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Search Engine Optimization: Your Visual Blueprint for Effective Internet MarketingVisual, 2008
Welcome to the only guidebook series that takes a visual approach to professional-level computer topics. Open the book and you'll discover step-by-step screen shots that demonstrate over 140 key search engine optimization techniques, including:
    

	Analyzing your competition      
	
        Researching and...
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